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AIMS AND SCOPE
Discrete Optimization will publish research papers on the
mathematical, computational and applied aspects of all areas
of integer programming and combinatorial optimization. In
addition to reports on foundational and algorithmic theory of
discrete optimization, the journal welcomes submissions on
experimental and computational discrete optimization, and on
novel applications (in particular, large-scale and real-time
applications). The journal also publishes clearly labeled
surveys, reviews, short notes, and open problems.
Manuscripts submitted for possible publication to Discrete
Optimization should report on original research, should not
have been previously published, and should not be under
consideration for publication by any other journal.
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The Elsevier Editorial System (EES)
Researchers are invited to submit
papers. Submission to Discrete
Optimization now proceeds
entirely online. Please visit the
EES website at:
http://ees.elsevier.com/disopt
to submit a paper.
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A free online issue, most downloaded articles, guides for authors and
subscription information can all be found on the journal homepage at:
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